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Abstract

We consider the problems of computing certain types of boolean functions which we call Equal-
ity, Semi-Simon and Periodicity functions. For all these problems, we prove linear lower complexity
bounds on oblivious Ordered Read-Once Quantum Branching Programs (quantum Ordered Binary
Decision Diagrams). We present also two different approaches to prove existence of efficient quan-
tum branching programs for those boolean functions matching the lower complexity bounds.

1 Introduction

It has turned out to be quite a subtle task to come up with some good quantum algorithms. The
most famous discoveries in quantum computing still remain those made by Shor [Sho97] and Grover
[Gro97], i.e. those that drew initially attention to this field.

In this paper we consider a restricted model of computation known as an oblivious Ordered Read-
Once Quantum Branching Program. The main reason for the investigation of restricted models of
quantum algorithms was first proposed by Ambainis and Freivalds in 1996 (See [AF98]). Considering
one-way quantum finite automata, they suggested that first quantum-mechanical computers would
consist of a comparatively simple quantum -mechanical part connected to a classical computer.

A good text on branching programs is the book of Wegener [Weg00], another good introduction
to the subject is done by Meinel and Theobald [MT98]. The quantum branching programs were
first introduced by Ablayev, Gainutdinova, Karpinski [AGK01] (leveled programs), and independently
by Nakanishi, Hamaguchi, Kashiwabara [NHK00] (non-leveled programs). Later it was shown by
Sauerhoff [SS04] that non-leveled programs can be transformed into leveled programs with no more
than a factor (n+ 1)2 increase in size, where n is the number of levels.

The most comprehensive introduction to the field of quantum computationspublished so far is the
book of Nielsen and Chuang [NC00].

In this paper we essentially use the fingerprinting technique developed by Freivald in 1979 [Fre79].
It was later successfully applied in the quantum automata setting by Ambainis and Freivald in 1998
[AF98]. Subsequently, the same technique was adapted for the quantum branching programs by
Ablayev, Gainutdinova and Karpinski in 2001 [AGK01]. Results presented in this paper naturally
extend previous research.

For oblivious Read-Once Quantum Branching Programs, we consider three computational prob-
lems:

1. Equality tells if two binary strings a and b equal each other;

2. Periodicity tells wether a given Boolean function f has a period s;
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3. Semi-Simon Problem given a Boolean function f and parameter s the problem is to determine
wether for any argument x of f it holds that f(x) = f(x ⊕ s), where the addition is bitwise
modulo 2.

Note here, the functions Periodicity Semi-Simon are rather simplified versions of the well known
period finding and Simon problems (see [ME99, NC00] for details). Nevertheless, we believe that
upper bounds on these functions give a good insight to how to solve more general hidden subgroup
problem [ME99, Høy97]. Subsequently, an efficient algorithm for the hidden subgroup problem would
imply efficient solutions for both the period finding problem, and original Simon problem.

In this paper we prove linear upper and lower bounds for all three Boolean functions mentioned
in the introduction. Our upper bounds hold for arbitrary ordering of the input variables. The lower
bounds show that the upper bounds are almost tight.

2 Preliminaries

We start with some basic definitions

Definition 2.1 (as defined in [AGK01]). A Quantum Branching Program P of width d and length
l (a (d, l) −QBP ) based on a quantum system in Hd is defined as a triple.

P = 〈T, |ψ0〉, F 〉,
where T is a sequence (of length l) of d-dimensional quantum transformations on Hd:

T = (ji, Ui(0), Ui(1))
l
i=1

|ψ0〉 is the initial configuration of P . F ⊆ {1, . . . , d} is the set of accepting states.
We define a computation on P for an input σ = σ1, . . . , σn ∈ {0, 1}n as follows:

1. A computation of P starts with |ψ0〉. On the i-th step, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, of computation P performs
transformation |ψ〉 −→ Ui (σji) |ψ〉

2. After the l-th (last) step of transformations, P measures its configuration |ψσ〉=Ul (σjl
)Ul−1

(
σjl−1

)

. . . U1 (σj1) |ψ0〉. The measurement is represented by a diagonal zero-one projection matrix M ,
where Mii = 1 if i ∈ F and Mii = 0 if i /∈ F . The probability Paccept(σ) of P accepting input σ
is defined by the following equation.

Paccept(σ) = ||M |ψσ〉||2.

Definition 2.2. We say a function f ∈ Bn is ǫ-computed (ǫ-accepted) by a quantum branching
program P if for every binary input σ ∈ {0, 1}n the probability that f(σ) equals the output of P on
the input σ is at least 1/2 + ǫ.

Definition 2.3. We call a Quantum Branching Program P an Ordered Read-Once Quantum Branching
Program (Quantum Ordered Binary Decision Diagram) if each variable x ∈ {x1, . . . , xn} occurs in the
sequence T of the quantum transformation of the program P at most once, and according to a certain
ordering of the input variables. If not specified otherwise, we assume the natural ordering (x1, . . . , xn)
for all the branching programs considered in this paper.

In this paper we consider only ordered read-once programs. Therefore, our central complexity
measure is width of a quantum branching program.

Definition 2.4. Let P be a quantum branching program acting in d-dimensional Hilbert space Hd.
We define width of P as follows:

Width(P) = d.
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Notice following, while width of a quantum branching program P is the dimensionality of the space
it is acting in, the number of physical particles needed to implement P would only be log (Width(P)).

Definition 2.5. We shall use the notation 1QBP for the class of all Ordered Read-Once Quantum
Branching Program (Quantum Ordered Binary Decision Diagram).

Definition 2.6. For a set of input variables x = {x1, . . . , xn}, we denote by σx an assignment of
binary values (zeros or ones) to the variables x1, . . . , xn. Clearly, σx is a binary sequence, such that
|σx| = |x|.

Now we define several fundamental Boolean functions that we investigate in this research.

Definition 2.7. Let us define the Equality function EQn(x, y).

EQn(x, y) ≡ [x = y],where

x = {x1, . . . , xn/2},
y = {y1, . . . , yn/2}

The binary sequence comparison is not trivial only if the two sequences are of the same length.
Therefore, it is a reasonable assumption to take that n is even, and |x| = |y| = n/2.

Definition 2.8. For a set of input variables x = {x0, . . . , xn−1}, and s – the period parameter, we
define the Periodicity function Periods,n (x).

Periods,n (x) ≡
{

1 if xi = xi+s mod n, i = 0, n − 1;
0 otherwise.

Definition 2.9. For a set of input variables x = {x0, . . . , xn−1}, and s ∈ (0, n] we define the Semi-
Simon function Semi-Simons,n (σ).

Semi-Simons,n (x) ≡
{

1 xi = xi⊕s, i = 0, n − 1;
0 otherwise.

Note that ⊕ is a bitwise addition modulo 2. Here we treat i both ways: as a natural number, and as
a binary sequence representing the number.

3 The upper bound for Equality

Theorem 1. The function EQn(x, y) can be computed with one-sided error o(1) ≤ 1
7 , (n → ∞) by a

1QBP of width O (n), where n = |xy| is the length of the input.

Proof. We shall build an (O(n))−1QBP C.
Let us first introduce one qubit (acting in 2-dimensional Hilbert space) 1QBPsAk = 〈Tk, |ψ0〉,Ψk, F 〉,

where k ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}. Let |0〉 and |1〉 be two orthonormal fixed states to form a basis of H2. Now
we show how for every k we can construct a program Ak, for a p ∈ (σ, 2σ) ∩ PRIMES. According
to Bertrand’s postulate there’s always such p [Nag51].

1. The QOBDD receives the input assignment σ, assigning zeros and ones to the input variables
x1, . . . , xn/2, y1, . . . , yn/2.

2. |ψ0〉 = |0〉;

3. F = {|0〉};

4. Ψk = {|0〉, |1〉}
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5. Tk = (i, Ui(0), Ui(1))
n
i=1

(a) On the ”x-part” of the input σ:

Ui(σi) =

(

cos 2πkσi2i

p sin 2πkσi2i

p

− sin 2πkσi2i

p cos 2πkσi2i

p

)

;

(b) On the ”y-part” of the input σ:

Ui(σi) =

(

cos 2πkσi2i

p − sin 2πkσi2i

p

sin 2πkσi2i

p cos 2πkσi2i

p

)

.

Clearly if x = y then Ak accepts σ with probability 1,
Now we use the well-known fingerprinting technique the same way it was applied in Theorem 5

from [AGKMP], and the Theorem 8 from [AF98]. We shall explain it here for convenience of the
reader.

Lemma 1. For any σ, an assignment of xy, such that x 6= y, at least (p−1)/2 of all Ak for different
k reject σ with probability at least 1/2.

Proof. Our branching program is defined so that reading the input σ = xy it first rotates the state
vector (initially |ψ0〉) through the angle θk(x) = 2kπ

p x in the direction towards |1〉 axis, and then

backwards, while reading y, through the angle θk(y) = −2kπ
p y

After reading the input σ the assignment of xy (x 6= y) the branching program ends up in the
state ψk.

|ψk〉 = (cos θk) |0〉 + (sin θk) |1〉, (1)

θk = θk(x) + θk(y) =
2kπ

p
x− 2kπ

p
y =

2kπ(x− y)

p
(2)

Since k ∈ {1, . . . , p−1}, it is co-prime with p, thus θk would constitute a finite cyclic additive group
of residues modulo p. Clearly the elements of I = {θk|k ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}} are uniformly distributed
on the circumference of a unit circle.

Now the angle θk is corresponds to a program rightfully rejecting the input with probability larger
than 1/2 if and only if θk ∈

[
π
4 ,

3π
4

]
∪
[

5π
4 ,

7π
4

]
, for only then have we cos2 θk <

1
2 . Next we conclude

the proof of the lemma.

∣
∣
∣
∣
I ∩

([
π

4
,
3π

4

]

∪
[
5π

4
,
7π

4

])∣
∣
∣
∣
≥
⌊p

2

⌋

≥ p− 1

2
. (3)

Thus the lemma follows.

Lemma 2. There is a set S of width-2 quantum branching programs such that

1. |S| = t = ⌈24 log p⌉,

2. For arbitrary σ, such that σx 6= σy, at least 1/4 of all programs in S reject σ with probability at
least 1/2.

Proof. The following nonuniform construction proves the lemma.
The construction is trivial: for a fixed input σ ≤ p− 1 a branching program from {A1, . . . ,Ap−1}

is selected uniformly and randomly and added to the initially empty set S.
Let’s call a program Ai ”good” if for input assignment σ such that σx 6= σy program Ai rejects

the input with probability at least 1/2.
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Consider a sum X = Σn
i=1Xi, where Xi = [Ai is not

′′good′′]. By the definition of the set S and
previous lemma, probability that every given program Ai ∈ S is not ”good” equals q = 1

2 . Now set
parameter θ = 1

2 and apply Chernoff’s bound (See e.g. [Pap94]).

Pr [X ≥ (1 + θ)qt] ≤ e−
θ2

3
qt, (4)

that after substitution gives

Pr

[

X ≥ 3

4
t

]

≤ e− log p =
1

p
. (5)

That is, the probability of constructing a set S with less than 1
4 of ”good” (for any given σ < p)

entries is not greater than 1
p . Let’s call such a set S ”bad”. Thus the probability Pr [S is ”bad”] that

the set S is ”bad” for at least one σ < p is at most the following positive fraction.

Pr [S is ”bad”] ≤ p− 1

p
. (6)

Therefore, there exists a set which is not ”bad” for all inputs σ < p. Recalling that |S| = t =
⌈24 log p⌉ the lemma follows.

At length, we construct the quantum OBDD C, computing equality with the constant error 1/8.
The program C is constructed out of elementary programs Ai described in the beginning of the proof.
We take only those of Ai that belong to the nonconstructive set S. W.l.o.g. we assume that set
S = {A1, . . . ,At} Existence of the set S was already proved based on Chernoff bound. The set S was
defined so that at least 1

4 of all programs in S reject σ = xy, x 6= y wit probability at least 1
2 . Recall

that t = |S|.
C = 〈T, |ψ0〉,Ψ, F 〉:

1. TheQOBDD receives input σ, an assignment to input variables xy = {x1, . . . , xn/2, y1, . . . , yn/2};

2. For each program Ak ∈ S we introduce corresponding states |0k〉 and |1k〉, where |0〉 is replaced
with |0k〉, and |1〉 is replaced with |1k〉 in each respective program Ak. Where |0k〉 is a 2t-
dimensional zero-one column-vector with the only one in the (2k + 1)th position, and |1k〉 is
a 2t-dimensional zero-one column-vector with the only one in the 2(k + 1)th position. Thus
Ψ = {|0k〉, |1k〉 | Ak ∈ S}, where |Ψ| = 2t ∈ O(n).

3. The initial state

|ψ0〉 =
∑

|0k〉∈Ψ

1√
t
|0k〉 =

1√
t





2t
︷ ︸︸ ︷

1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 1, 0





T

;

4. The accepting set
F = {|ψ0〉} ;

5. T - the transition function is defined by block-diagonal unitary matrices T =
(
i, UCi (0), UCi (1)

)n

i=1
:

UCi (σi) =







UA1

i (σi) . . . . . . . . .

. . . UA2

i (σi) . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . UA2

i (σi)






,

where UAk
i (σi) is the unitary transformation applied on the i-th step of the program Ak.
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It is easy to see that Width(C) = 2t ∈ O(n).
Notice that for inputs σ = xy, x = y C never errs, the reason is that every Ai ends up in the

accepting state |0〉. However, if x 6= y, the probability Prej[xy] is bounded as follows:

Prej [xy] =
t∑

i=1

∣
∣
∣
∣

ai√
t

∣
∣
∣
∣

2

≥ t

4
· 1

2t
=

1

8
.

The theorem follows.

In fact, the error can be reduced arbitrarily having d = d(ǫ) copies of the program C taken and
run uniformly at random.

4 The upper bound for Periodicity function

Next theorem is inspired by the proof of the Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. For all s ∈ (0, n] and ∀σ ∈ {0, 1}n the function Periods,n (σ) can be computed with
constant one-sided error < 1 by a 1QBP of width O (s).

Proof. The main idea of the proof is to divide the input sequence into words of length s, and using the
elementary 2-state branching programs for equality, compare all resulted subsequences with a chosen
sample subsequence of the same set.

Recall that Periods,n (σ) = 1 ⇐⇒ ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (σi = σi+s mod n). Thus, Periods,n (σ) = 1 ⇐⇒
the elements of the input sequence form a cyclic group of size s over addition of their indicies modulo
n. Subsequently, the input having been split into words of length s would consist only of equal words
if and only if Periods,n (σ) = 1.

The only obstacle on the way is that input length might not be divisible by s. Following lemma
adresses this question.

Lemma 3. Given binary sequence X = {x}ks+r
i=1 , k, r ∈ N ∪ {0}, s ∈ N, r < s, consider a sequences of

s-element subsequences of X with corresponding tails:
W =

(
x1 . . . xs, xs+1 . . . x2s, · · · , x(k−1)s+1 . . . xks, x(k−1)s+r+1 . . . xks+r

)
;

tleft = x1 . . . xs,
tright = x(k−1)s+r+1 . . . xks+r.

Following statement holds.

∀w,w′ ∈W,∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n(xi = xi+s ⇐⇒ w = w′).

Proof. We prove the lemma.
⇒ This direction is straightforward.
⇐ Suppose that ∀w,w′ ∈ W w = w′ and tleft = tright. Clearly for all indicies i such that 1 ≤ i ≤
(k − 1)s + r it holds that xi = xi+s. Now if there is a number i0, (k − 1)s + r + 1 ≤ i0 ≤ ks + r such
that xi0 6= xi0+s mod n, it would contradict to what follows from that tleft = tright.

Thus we have proved the lemma.

It remains to present the 1QBP computing Periods,n (σ) with desired properties. It is done by
cascading 2-state elementary programs from Theorem 1 that compute equality, and then applying
the same, as in previously mentioned theorem, technique to amplify correct answer probability.

Consider σ as a sequence of words of length s, just like in the statement of Lemma 3, σ →
w1w2 . . . w⌈n/s⌉, w1 = tleft and w⌈n/s⌉ = tright.

Similarly the proof of the Theorem 1, we shall use elementary two-state branching programs
as subroutines of the whole computational process. However, this time we shall use three slightly
different types of 2-state branching programs.
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1. The first subroutine (j = 1) computes EQs (wi, wi+1);

2. The second type (j = 2) subroutine program computes EQs (wi+1, wi+2), i = 1, ⌈n/s⌉ − 2;

3. The third type (j = 3) subroutine checks the equality of the first and the last word in the
sequence: EQs (tleft, tright).

Now we construct Dkj , j ∈ {1, 2, 3} for a p ∈
(
2s, 2s+1

)
∩PRIMES. Bertrand’s postulate assures

us again there’s always such p [Nag51].

1. The 1QBP receives input σ;

2. |ψ0〉 = |0〉;

3. F = {|0〉};

4. Ψkj = {|0〉, |1〉}

5. Tkj = (i, Ui(0), Ui(1))
n
i=1, n = |σ|. We define the transition function explicitly only for j = 1,

two other cases are easily derived from this one.

(a) On the left part of the corresponding 2s-symbol segment of σ:

Ui1(σi) =




cos

2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2
i

p sin
2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2

i

p

− sin
2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2

i

p cos
2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2

i

p



 ;

(b) On the right part of the corresponding 2s-symbol segment of σ:

Ui1(σi) =




cos

2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2i

p − sin
2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2i

p

sin
2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2i

p cos
2πkp⌈i/s⌉σi2i

p



 .

Here p⌈i/s⌉ 6= p, i = 1, n are prime numbers.

According to Lemma 3, if σ is such that Periods,n (σ) = 1 then Dk accepts σ with probability 1.
Moreover, the program attempts to check the chain of equalities w1 = w2 = . . . = w⌈n/s⌉ in order to
reject all σ that have Periods,n (σ) = 0.

Let us write down a state, first of the three elementary programs would be in after having read
the input. It is similarly easy to do for the remaining two. In the given above notation we can obtain
equation for θk.

|ψk
1 〉 = (cos θk) |0〉 + (sin θk) |1〉, (7)

θk =
2πk

p

⌈n/s⌉−1
∑

l=1

(wl − wl+1)pl (8)

k,wl < p, l = 1, ⌈n/s⌉; p ∤ pl. (9)

Subsequently, since construction of the Theorem 1 does not depend on the particular matter of
the angles we can apply the same technique here.

We treat each of the three elementary subroutine programs analogously to the construction of the
Theorem 1. Thus for each of them we obtain a program of width O(s) that computes its sub-chain of
equalities with the probability of correct answer at least 1/8. Finally, we take a direct sum of the three
to obtain a program D. Clearly, the error probability of that program would not exceed 63/64 < 1.

We present a formal description of the 1QBP D that computes Periods,n (σ).

D = 〈T, |ψ0〉,Ψ, F 〉:
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1. The QOBDD receives an input σ;

2. Ψ = {|0k1
〉, |1k1

〉 . . . |0ks′
〉, |1ks′

〉};

3.

|ψ0〉 =
1√
s′





2s′
︷ ︸︸ ︷

1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 1, 0





T

;

4.
F = {|ψ0〉} ;

5. T = (i, Ui(0), Ui(1))
n
i=1 The transition function definition is clear from the discussion presented

above;

where s′ ∈ O(s). The theorem follows.

In an obvious way, a similar result can be provided for the slightly differently defined Periodicity´
function.

Definition 4.1. For a set of input variables x = {x0, . . . , xn−1}, and s (1 < s < n) – the period
parameter, we define the Periodicity´ function Period′

s,n (σ).

Period′
s,n (σ) ≡

{
1 if xi = xi+s, i = 0, n− s− 1;
0 otherwise.

5 The upper bound for Semi-Simon problem

This result is essentially a corollary of the Theorem 1 in contrast to the Theorem 2 that is based
on the proof of Theorem 1, but was not derived from the result.

Theorem 3. For all s ∈ (0, n] and ∀σ ∈ {0, 1}n the function Semi-Simons,n (σ) can be computed with
one-sided constant error 1/8 by a 1QBP of width O(n).

Proof. Computing of equality function will be again in the core for the proof.

Definition 5.1. Denote Sn = {i|1 ≤ i ≤ n, i⊕s 6= i}. A set defined for all n-element binary sequences.
Clearly, S does not depend on any particular function σ.

Lemma 4. Set Sn can be partitioned into two sets of the same cardinality Sn = S1
n + S2

n so that for
l = 1, 2 ∀i, j ∈ Sl

n(j 6= i⊕ s).

Proof. First we show that following statement holds. For any i ∈ Sn, if i ⊕ s = j, there is no
k ∈ Sn, k 6= j so that k = i⊕ s.

Clearly k 6= i, since it would yield i = i ⊕ s that contradicts i ∈ Sn. Moreover if k = i ⊕ s, and
j = i⊕ s, then j ⊕ s = i = k ⊕ s, that is j = k.

It is also clear that if i 6= i⊕ s, j = i⊕ s is contained in Sn. Since j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and {0, . . . , n} =
Sn + Sc

n. So if i does not equal its bitwise sum modulo two with s, i.e. not in Sc
n, it must be in Sn.

Now we take any i ∈ Sn and add it to initially empty S1
n, j = i⊕ s we add to also initially empty

S2
n. Then we remove i and j from Sn. Since the latter set is finite and contains even number of

elements that can be coupled into pairs i, i ⊕ s we will eventually exceed all elements of Sn. Note
that the two new sets contain exactly the same number of elements, by construction. Thus, desired
partitioning is achieved. We showed the lemma holds.

Consider following binary sequences:
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Definition 5.2.
Sleft(σ) = {σi}i∈S1

n
,

Sright(σ) = {σj}j∈S2
n
,

where Sright(σ) is ordered so that Sright(σ)i = σj and j = i⊕ s.

Now it is straightforward that

Semi-Simons,n (σ) = 1 ⇐⇒ EQn (Sleft(σ), Sright(σ)) = 1. (10)

We already know how to compute equality efficiently. In order to build a program computing
Semi-Simon function we shall have to rearrange rotation angles according to the permutation of the
elements in Sright(f). Clearly |Sleft(σ)| = |Sright(σ)| ∈ O(n) thus Theorem 1 gives us exactly what
we claimed.

6 The lower bounds

We prove lower bounds in two steps. First, we find lower bounds of the problems for the worst ordering
π deterministic π-OBDD. Then we use a general lower bound theorem for quantum OBDD (1QBP)
[AGK01]:

Theorem 4 (Ablayev, Gainutdinova, Karpinski). Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2). Let fn be a Boolean function
which is (1/2 + ǫ)-computed (computed with a margin ǫ) by a 1QBP Q. Then it holds that

width(Q) ∈ Ω (logwidth(P )) , (11)

where P is a deterministic OBDD of minimal width computing fn.

Let’s start with the lower bound for the Equality function. It turns out that the worst-case ordering
π = id for Equality. We won’t further state the order explicitly, assuming it is the ”natural” ordering
id.

Theorem 5. Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2) . If the function EQn(x, y) is ǫ-computed by a 1QBP Q then width(Q) ∈
Ω (n), where n = |xy| is the length of the input.

Proof. As we described in the beginning of the section, first we consider deterministic OBDD com-
plexity for the function.

Lemma 5. If the function EQn(x, y) is computed by a deterministic OBDD P then width(P ) ∈ Ω (2n),
where n = |xy| is the length of the input.

Proof. We shall prove the lemma by contradiction. Let xy be the input, |xy| = n = 2m. Suppose
that there’s a program P of width(P ) < 2m. Now let denote V ertex(x) is the vertex that the path
defined by x input leads to. There are 2m posible inputs for x. On the other hand, by the hypothesis,
there are at most 2m − 1 states on each level of the OBDD. That is, there exist two different binary
sequences σ1 and σ2 - inputs for x - so that V ertex(σ1) = V ertex(σ2), by pigeon hole principle. Now
whatever input for y would follow in our read-once leveled (oblivious) branching program, the two

comparisons σ1
?
= y and σ2

?
= y, for any fixed y, could not be distinguished by the program. Thus

having an input y = σ1, the program would either accept both of the combinations σ1σ1, σ1σ2 or
reject them thus contradicting the fact it was computing function EQn(x, y) (see Definition 2.7). The
lemma follows.

9



Final step of the proof is to refer to the Theorem 4. Which assures every 1QBP Q computing
EQn(x, y) would satisfy relation 11:

width(Q) ∈ Ω (log 2n) = Ω(n), (12)

This concludes the proof.

In order to prove a lower bound for the Periodicity function, we reduce to it the Equality function.

Theorem 6. Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2). If for all σ ∈ {0, 1}n the function Periods,n (σ) is ǫ-computed by a
1QBP Q then width(Q) ∈ Ω (s), where s is the period parameter.

Proof. We simply reduce EQn(x, y) to Periods,n (xy). Indeed, let |xy| = 2s = n, and let σ be an
assignment for xy = {x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn}. It is straightforward why the following holds.

EQn(x, y) ≡ Periods,n (xy) . (13)

Thus the lower bound for the Periodicity follows from the lower bound for the Equality. This proves
the theorem.

Similarly we prove the lower bound for Semi-Simon problem.

Theorem 7. Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2). If for all σ ∈ {0, 1}n the function Semi-Simons,n (σ) is ǫ-computed by
a 1QBP Q then width(Q) ∈ Ω (n).

Proof. In order to reduce EQn(x, y) to Semi-Simons,n (z) we notice that the latter is essentially an
equality computation with its input bits mixed up according to the permutation defined by s. Recall,
Semi-Simons,n (σ) = 1 ⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ [1, n] (σi = σi⊕s) . For an arbitrary input σ and a positive s,
computing function Semi-Simons,n (σ) is equivalent to evaluating following equality.

σ1...σn
?
= σ1⊕s...σn⊕s. (14)

Now let us define s as shown below.

s =

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

10 . . . 0 (15)

For s defined above, Expression 14 is exactly the Equality evaluation.

σ1...σn/2σn/2+1σn
?
=σn/2+1...σnσ1 . . . σn/2 ∼

∼ σ1...σn/2
?
=σn/2+1...σn ∼

∼ EQn(x, y),where σis an assignment forxy.

(16)

Finally we notice that for σ = xy n would be even, and our reduction goes as follows.

EQn(x, y) ≡ Semi-Simons,n (xy) , where s = n/2. (17)

That finishes the proof.
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7 A constructive approach

The upper bounds presented so far all suffer the same deficiency – neither of them provides the quantum
branching program it claims existence of. The reason is that we do not know how to construct the
”good” set S described in the proofs of the upper bound theorems (See proof of the Theorem 1).
However, quantum branching programs can be used in actually efficiently computing the functions.

Theorem 8. The function EQn(x, y) can be computed using n2 quantum OBDD of constant width 2
with one-sided constant error, for n large enough.

Proof. We prove the statement by describing how to construct a 1QBP that computes EQnw(x, y)ith
requested properties.

Let us first introduce one qubit (acting in 2-dimensional Hilbert space) 1QBPs A = 〈T, |ψ0〉,Ψ, F 〉.
Let |0〉 and |1〉 be two orthonormal fixed states to form a basis of H2. Now we show how we can
construct a program A, for a p ∈ (σ, 2σ) ∩ PRIMES. According to Bertrand’s postulate there’s
always such p [Nag51].

1. The QOBDD receives the input assignment σ, assigning zeros and ones to the input variables
x1, . . . , xn/2, y1, . . . , yn/2.

2. |ψ0〉 = |0〉;

3. F = {|0〉};

4. Ψ = {|0〉, |1〉}

5. T = (i, Ui(0), Ui(1))
n
i=1

(a) On the ”x-part” of the input σ:

Ui(σi) =

(

cos 2πσi2i

p sin 2πσi2i

p

− sin 2πσi2i

p cos 2πσi2i

p

)

;

(b) On the ”y-part” of the input σ:

Ui(σi) =

(

cos 2πσi2
i

p − sin 2πσi2
i

p

sin 2πσi2
i

p cos 2πσi2
i

p

)

.

Clearly, if an assignment σ of xy is such that σx 6= σy then A accepts σ with probability 1. If
σx 6= σy the probability of correct answer is bounded as follows.
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PArej [σ] ≥
(

sin
2π

p

)

=

=

(
∞∑

k=1

(−1)k−1

(2k − 1)!

(
2π

p

)2k−1
)2

≥

(
∞∑

k=1

(−1)k−1

(2k − 1)!

(π

n

)2k−1
)2

≥

≥
(

2π

p
− 1

6

(
2π

p

)3

+ r(p)

)2

>

(where r(p) > 0)

>

(

2π

p
− 1

6

(
2π

p

)3
)2

≥
(

2π

p
− π

p

)2

, p→ ∞

since p ≤ 2n, and finally
(

2π

p
− π

p

)2

=
π2

p2
≥ π2

4n2
. (18)

Now we use standard probability amplification technique for one-sided error computation. Take
n2 copies of A, and run them independently. Result of the computation would be 1 if and only if all
copies after measurement in the standard basis {|0〉, |1〉} end up in the state |1〉, otherwise result of
the computation is 0.

Let us estimate the error probability of the entire computation. It never errs, if x = y. An error
might only occur if an assignment σ of xy is such that σx 6= σy. Our computational process is wrong
if and only if all copies of A are wrong. We can easily write down the expression for the probability
of such event, when σx 6= σy. Clearly the error probability equals the accepting probability in this
case.

Pacc[σ] = (1 − PArej[σ])n
2 ≤ (1 − π2

4n2
)n

2 → 1

e
4

π2

. (19)

That finishes the proof.

8 Conclusions

For arbitrary variable ordering we have shown linear upper bounds for three problems:

1. Equality ;

2. Semi-Simon - the simplified Simon problem;

3. Periodicity - the simplified version of period finding.

That hints how efficient upper bounds for quantum branching programs can be proved for even more
general problems, including the notorious hidden subgroup problem [Høy97, ME99].

For the worst case variable ordering, we have shown the upper bounds to be optimal. Moreover,
exponentially smaller than the lower bounds for deterministic setting.

Unfortunately, this can not raise hope that quantum OBDD are more powerful than their clas-
sical counterparts. The incomparability result was proved by Sauerhoff and Sieling in 2004 [SS04].
Therefore, we can only hope for quantum OBDD performing great for some particular functions.
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